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John Desmond (Des) Mcgrath 
 
 
 

To: President Donald J Trump 
White House: 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue Washington DC 20500.  VIA USPS,UPS and Fedex. 
 
Re: A letter and a stamp are a small price to pay for our freedom, my call to all Americans to mail you and: 
Demand a Forensic Audit of the entire voting system, in particular the vote counting machines for 50 States.  
 
Dear President Trump; 

I am praying that you hold that title for 4 more year’s and please say hello to your lovely wife; we have a mutual 

friend, and Melania shared a flat in Milano at the same time I lived in Paris France. I have 

written a number of articles about you over the past 4+ years and the most important are the Liberty’s Twilight 

trilogy1 where I have discussed this crucial election and offered some background historical perspective.  

I have a BSc “Honors” in Petroleum Engineering from Montana Tech, Butte, Montana, an historic and proud 

edifice of higher learning near and dear to my heart. That superb education and subsequent experience gives me 

a perspective that many others do not have. Our profession involves the searching, discovery, evaluation, and 

long-term modeling/monitoring of something none but God can directly see: Oil and Gas deposits buried under 

millions of years of rocks that memorialize Earth’s long upheaval and our long crawl from the Precambrian 

‘swamps to the stars’2. 

Yet, Petroleum Engineers see through the mists of time and mountainous overburden to predict their value and 

future performance with amazing accuracy through the use of applied mathematics, statistics and the collection 

of important data sets. We can through brief Shut-in Pressure Buildup, Drill Stem and Flow after Flow Tests, 

analyzing but one parameter, how downhole pressure changes over time; evaluate the size, extent and drive 

mechanisms of the various reservoirs. Some reservoirs have impervious boundaries called fault lines by the oil or 

gas wells where these tests are conducted. These fault lines show up as significant breakpoints in the pressure 

change graphs that we plot using the collected data sets. 

The presence of these fault lines prevents us from seeing anything beyond and requires us to drill more wells in 

planned patterns to find anything of value beyond said barriers. At this critical hour, there is a monstrous fault 

line running through the body politic of these United States and this Liberty suppressing election. The referenced 

video of detailed statistical analysis performed by Dr. Shiva Ayyaduri MIT PhD, Phil Evans B.S.E.E and Bennie 

Smith, Shelby County TN Election Commissioner; has, in my professional opinion, drilled beyond the fault line of 

contested election results and proven beyond a shadow of a doubt that some computer algorithm or intelligent 

unseen hand has progressively, repeatedly and mysteriously moved votes that were originally intended for you, 

Donald J Trump, beyond a computer generated fault line and made them inaccessible to your re-election efforts. 

By robbing your fervent supporters (those who the pollsters failed to see, measure or understand) of their vote, 

they have cast adrift the very cornerstone, an open and honest electoral process, of this Constitutional Republic 

in a turbulent sea of well-choregraphed mobocracy. SEE: Dr. SHIVA LIVE: MIT PhD Analysis of Michigan Votes 

Reveals Unfortunate Truth of U.S. Voting Systems3. Unless Big Tech also censors this valuable analysis as they 

have been consistently doing in open, blatant and treasonous suppression of the First Amendment. 

 
1 https://www.renewamerica.com/columns/mcgrath 
2 Ronald Reagan, A Time for Choosing: The Speeches of Ronald Reagan, 1961-1982 
3https://youtu.be/Ztu5Y5obWPk 
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